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PHOTOS BY (TOP) MIKA HAUPT ON UNSPLASH; (LOWER LEFT) ADAM BAKER ON FLICKR; (RIGHT) COURTESY GRAPE CREEK VINEYARDS

There's great motorcycling to be had in Big Bend National Park.

THE BEST IN TEXAS! BY REYN MANSSON
The Ride Texas Readers’ Choice Awards are in. The readers have spoken!

Spring view along TX Hwy. 16.
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BEST ROADS WINNERS

Surprise! The Three Twisted Sisters roads won
in three categories. U.S. 90, TX Hwy. 16, Ross
Maxwell Scenic Drive in Big Bend, and Talimena
Scenic Byway are among the many other favorite
roads for Texas riders!

Grape Creek Vineyards, in Fredericksburg.
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BEST FOOD WINNERS

When bikers like a place, they really like it! Frio
Canyon Motorcycle Stop & Bent Rim Grill ran
away with six wins, followed by the Blue Bonnet
Café, Buc-cee’s and more!
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BEST IN TEXAS!
EST CYCLE
26 BBUSINESSES

Where you buy your dream
machines and where you get
them repaired are very important
relationships. The right paint
job, the right seat, the best
gear, and even the most reliable
towing when you need it are also
important to Texas riders.

EST STOPS &
34 BSIGHTS

Texans love to ride, but they also
like a chance to get off the bike
once in awhile. Here is a list of
your favorites.

EST PARKS
36 BWhether
the parks are in the

great state of Texas or beyond,
these treasures offer a respite for
the biker soul.
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BEST LODGING

Cadillac Ranch—a Best Stops & Sights winner.

EST COMMUNITIES
38 BFOR
MOTORCYCLISTS

After an exhausting day
on the road, you need a
biker-friendly place to rest
up for the next day’s
adventure.

p. 44

These are some of the standouts in the small
towns and big cities of Texas that make bikers
feel most welcome.

EST EVENTS
42 BRallies,
parades, toy runs: Motorcycle events
give us an excuse for enjoying cold beer and
hot tunes, as well as camaraderie with other
bikers—and opportunities to ride while
raising money for good causes.......
ON THE COVER

Check out the Best in Texas, starting on page 20!

(CLOCKWISE FROM TOP RIGHT): The Alamo (Alamo Trust Inc.); Big Bend road (Valerie
Asensio); gear (Getty); Cadillac Ranch; South Padre Island (Obed Esquivel on Unsplash);
bluebonnets (Daniel Adams on Unsplash).

BEST OF
THE REST

Where would the Texas
riding experience be
without bike rentals,
training, track days, and
even legal assistance?

p. 47

D.A.R.T. TIPS #8

M O T O T RA I N I N G

Emily leans back as far as her ankle will allow while
pressing the back brake. Note: Her front tire is at the
threshold of traction. Rear is skidding as directed.

“BRAKING” BAD
HABITS AND THE
ONE-SPEED WONDER
BY BILL DRAGOO & PHOTOS BY SUSAN DRAGOO

BRAKING WELL, ON OR OFF PAVEMENT,
REQUIRES PRACTICE

I

t’s an uncomfortable situation at best. At every stop,
the group waits for that one rider dragging up the
rear. He feels the pressure, even though his pals say
it’s okay. “Ride your own ride,” he is told. But he is
fatigued and rest stops are getting shorter as sunset approaches.
With the heart of a lion he presses on, looking forward to the
day’s end.
“Maybe adventure riding isn’t for me,” he thinks, as depression bores into his gut. In truth, he isn’t alone. Most of us have
been in his shoes at one time or another.
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Some group rides are simply mismatched, with skills
ranging from newbie to old racers still vying for that checkered flag. How does the guy in back keep up without risking life and limb? Actually, most rides aren’t really as fast as
they seem to the one who keeps getting dropped. The pace
might quicken on nice flowing curves, but unless you’ve
tagged onto one of those groups that is really trying to
prove something, it will remain at a moderate speed on the
straightaway. The trouble is, once discouraged, a new rider
may fall into the “one-speed wonder” trap, simply leaving
the bike in the same gear, often second or third, especially
when off-road. He might roll on the throttle a little upon
exit then back off again at the next turn, hoping someone
waits for him along the way.
The solution is really quite simple: practice. By practicing

D.A.R.T. TIPS #8

M O T O T RA I N I N G

Jan’s rearward position is good
but limited by his pillion.

moving on the bike. At a predetermined point,
squeeze knees against the motorcycle, close the
throttle, pull in the clutch, and firmly lock the
rear wheel. Practice this until fear of locking or
“blocking” the rear wheel is gone. Do not release
the rear brake until fully stopped. Remember to
Brett leans forward to remain properly
downshift if you shifted up while accelerating.
balanced as he accelerates before braking.
Next, begin to add front brake. Pretend you are
progressively squeezing a wet sponge, trying to fill
a glass without spilling. The more you squeeze,
the more the front tire presses into the surface
braking, the rider will find he needn’t fall behind at all. Rather
and the more effective braking becomes. Start with light
than easing his speed down at the approach of every turn, why
brake application then add pressure as your confidence
not use the opportunity to accelerate out of the turns, shift
grows. If the front tire begins to slide, release and reapply
gears, downshift, and brake with some authority before the
the brake more slowly. The point where the tire just starts
next turn? As long as sight distance is good and the road has
to slide is called “threshold braking,” the bike’s maximum
no deep ruts or obstacles that might trip up a rider, grabbing
ability to scrub speed.
another gear or two should still be plenty safe. The rider should
What could possibly go wrong? When skidding the rear
quickly discover that he or she can ride at or slightly above the
tire, sometimes the bike will slew sideways a bit, especially
speed of the pack on straight sections, closing the gap created
if the surface is uneven or the weight is unevenly distribby riding more cautiously on the turns where the bike feels
uted to the foot pegs. Don’t let this upset you. There are
sketchy.
very few instances where it will actually cause a problem.
Braking well, on or off pavement, requires practice and we
Releasing the brake can, however, induce a high-side fall so
must overcome some myths about the use of brakes on a modon’t. The greater the surface traction the greater the likelitorcycle.
hood this will occur. Keep knees tight against the bike, eyes
“Don’t touch that front brake, it will throw you over the
forward, and stay calm.
handlebars.”
If the front brake is grabbed rather than squeezed, or is
“If you use the front brake on gravel, it will throw you on
squeezed too hard, the front wheel could tuck, causing a
the ground.”
fall. Start slowly and work up to a smooth, progressive tran“I only use my front brake because it automatically engages
sition. Mark braking distances and revel in just how short
the rear.”
you can actually stop once you have practiced. Similar sesGet these out of your head.
sions can be practiced on or off pavement while remaining
In a modern automobile, a stomp of the pedal engages a
seated if desired. On pavement, rear brake usage should be
host of invisible elves who pull all the right levers and push
less aggressive.
all the right buttons in the correct order. Braking is balanced
Next time you ride with a group, use this method (withand effective. On a motorcycle, braking performance depends
out skidding the rear wheel at every turn) to increase your
more upon rider skill. Some motorcycles have linked systems
ability to sustain higher speeds on the safer, straight sections
that apply some rear brake when the front lever is squeezed or
and to go deeper into turns before downshifting. Odds are,
vice versa when the rear brake pedal is pressed, but the proporsomeone else will take your place as the one-speed wonder
tions are a crap shoot at best. ABS helps prevent over-braking
and you will find yourself keeping up with the pack.
but does nothing to improve stopping distance for the timid
Ride safely and practice often on multiple types of terrider who won’t squeeze or press hard enough.
rain.
An off-pavement practice session should begin by accelerating to 20 to 25 mph with ABS off. While standing, with eyes
Bill Dragoo is a BMW Motorrad-certified off-road instructor and opforward, move your weight back as far as possible as you begin
braking. Limiting factors will be ankle articulation relative to
erates DART, based in Norman, Oklahoma. All brands are welcome.
pedal position, baggage, length of arms or legs, and/or fear of
Billdragoo.com
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